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WHY SHOP WITH US?

rkansas’ Flag and Banner started in 1975

www.flagandbanner.com/why-buy-from-us.asp

and has been earning your trust ever
since. We are a multi-million dollar

distributor, store, manufacturer and

Internet retailer. In 2000 we officially began marketing
as simply FlagandBanner.com.

We specialize in custom flags and banners, com-

mercial flagpoles, and soft signage that accounts for
much of our business-to-business sales. Our show-

room is open to the public for local customers who
want to browse our gift store for new and different

ways to express their patriotism. Online shoppers can

find a range of products for home and garden, patriotic
decorations, jewelry, clothing, toys, dishes, gifts and
more. The company slogan has become “More than

just a flag store.” When possible FlagandBanner.com

attempts to buy Made in America products and prominently notes them both online and in store.

Since 1991 FlagandBanner.com’s headquarters

has been on the National Register of Historic Places.
Housed in a 1916, 3-story, red brick building named

the Taborian Hall, we are located at 800 West Ninth

Street in downtown Little Rock, Arkansas. Production
and large format printing, cutting, and sewing take

place across the parking lot in our warehouse facility.
Kerry McCoy, founder and president of FlagandBan-

ner.com, personifies the American dream as she sells
the most patriotic of America’s symbols – Old Glory.
She was honored by her industry this year when she
was awarded the Betsy Ross Award for positive at-

tention and visibility brought to the flag industry. This

award is one of the highest honors in the flag industry.
At FlagandBanner.com YOU, the customer,

really do come first. We would love the opportunity to
work with you on your next flag or banner project.

Our motto is:
“Quality Product ● Expert Service ● Outrageous Support.”

K

erry McCoy, owner and president of
Arkansas’ FlagandBanner.com was recently awarded the Betsy Ross Award from the
National Independent Flag Dealers Association
(NIFDA). This award is one of the highest honors
in the flag industry. The purpose of the award is
to recognize an active member in good standing
with NIFDA who has gone above and beyond
the call of duty to become a successful flag
dealer and bring service, visibility and positive
attention to the flag industry.
Other awards include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blue Chip Enterprise Award
(2 time) AR Business of the Year Finalist
ADDY Bronze Award
ADDY Outstanding Achievement Award
1st Place Commercial Sign Design Contest
3rd Place International Sign Contest
Multiple honors from military units

Find out more about FlagandBanner.com at
http://presscenter.flagandbanner.com

or follow Kerry’s Business Blog at
www.bannerisms.com
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Custom
Logo Flags

www.flagandbanner.com/custom-flags.asp
www.flagandbanner.com/Custom-Flags.asp

W

e at FlagandBanner.com bring our cuse at FlagandBanner.com bring our customers years of experience creating customers years of experience creating custom made flags for advertising, events,
tom made flags for advertising, events,
decoration, branding logos, information, way-finding,
decoration, branding logos, information, way-finding,
identification and much more! Every custom flag is
identification and much more! Every custom flag is
available in a wide variety of materials and can be proavailable in a wide variety of materials and can be produced in a number of processes. By adding gold fringe
duced in a number of processes. By adding gold fringe
a flag can be dressed up for parade or indoor display.
to any of these processes, a flag can be dressed up for
Listed in this catalog you will find some of our more
parade or indoor display. To follow, for your considerpopular custom flags and processes with a set up
ation, are some of our more popular custom flags and
fee of only $98.95 per order. As you will see, we still
processes with a set up fee of only $98.95 per order.
offer custom embroidered and appliquéd flags while
As you will see, we still offer custom embroidered and
many of our competitors are phasing out this beautiful
appliquéd flags while many of our competitors are
artisan technique.
phasing out this beautiful artisan technique.

Appliquéd Flags

This is the oldest form of flag making. Each colored
design and/or individual letter is hand cut and sewn on
the front and back of the flag, much like quilting. It is an
elegant process for small run orders and is often used
when making large flags. Almost all American flags
6x10 feet and up have appliquéd stars. Vector artwork
is required for this process. The Coca-Cola flag pictured
here is an example of an appliqué flag process.

Contact the flag experts today at
sales@flagandbanner.com or call
1.800.445.0653 to place your order.
Appliqué examples:
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Custom
Logo Flags
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Examples of digitally printed flags

Digitally Printed Flags

21st century
centuryflag-making
flag-makingtechnique
technique
uses
4-color
process
printing
machines.
Because
of the
digital
This 21st
uses
4-color
process
printing
machines.
These
machines
make
custom
flags morethe
affordable
available
in quantities
of 1 to 1000’s.
Because
of the
digital
imagery,
themore
designs
on
imagery,
designs and
on the
flags can
be more complex.
These
machines
make
custom
flags
affordthe
be more
complex. of 1 to 1000’s. Price includes canvas heading with grommets, reinforced fly
ableflags
and can
available
in quantities
The price
includesimage
canvasonheading
withImages
grommets,
reinforced
fly end raster
and reverse
image
on backside.
Images
end
and reverse
backside.
require
vector and/or
artwork.
Pricing
is per flag,
call
require
vector and/or
rasterquantity
artwork.pricing.
Pricing is per flag. Call 1.800.445.0653 for large quantity pricing.
1.800.445.0653
for large
Qty.

2x3 FT.

3x5 FT.

1+

$103.20

6+

$78.00

$106.20

$46.75

$64.80

3+

12+

25+

50+

$88.80

$62.40

$36.12

$142.00

$122.00
$85.00

$51.00

Embroidered Flags

4x6 FT.

$192.00

5x8 FT.

6x10 FT.

8x12 FT.

10x15 FT.

12x18 FT.

$339.98

$424.98

$577.98

$285.60

$369.98

$144.00

$186.60
$186.50

$277.48

$299.98

$374.98

$509.98

$86.40

$120.80

$166.50

$259.98

$324.98

$441.98

$164.00
$115.20

$67.20

$209.98
$154.48
$92.30

$314.48
$221.98

$129.50

$399.98

$279.98

$239.98

$499.98

$349.98

$299.98

$679.98

$475.98

$407.98

Close detail of embroidered flags

The
The crème
crème de
de la
la crème
crèmein
infine
finedetail
detailand
andpresenpresentation
appeal.
Here
the
design
is
created
tation appeal. The design is created usingusing
thread
thread
and layered
over
andtoover
toaform
loopedlooped
and layered
over and
over
form
risena
risen
on your
These
handsome
imageimage
on your
flag. flag.
These
handsome
flagsflags
are are
often
often edged
edged with
withgold
goldfringe.
fringe.The
ThePresident
Presidentofofthe
the
United
States
and
formal
military
ceremonies
use
United States and formal military ceremonies use
this
this type
type of
of flag.
flag.Almost
Almostall
allAmerican
Americanflags
flags5x8
5x8feet
feet
and
smaller
have
embroidered
stars.
There
are
size
and smaller have embroidered stars. There are size
limitations
for large
format.
Imlimitations on
on these
theseflags,
flags.not
Images
require
vector
ages
require
and/or
artwork.
us at
and/or
rastervector
artwork,
see raster
our graphic
art Call
require1.800.445.0653
for embroidery
ments at the bottom
of page 2. pricing for different
materials and processes.
Note: This process is not recommended for an
Note: This process is not recommended for an
item that
that will
will be
beused
usedoutdoors.
outdoors.
item
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Custom
Logo Flags
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Guidons

Guidons, sometimes called standards, are displayed
and carried by all United States Armed Forces and
other civil and service organizations. They are used to
signify unit, squadron and/or corps affiliation. They
are often given as gifts to commanding officers. See
below for our digitally-printed pricing and specifications. Also available in appliqué.
All guidon pricing below is for 200-denier nylon material.
Flags are finished with heading and grommets or pole
sleeve. Set up for all styles is $98.95.
Header Style

1+

3+

6+

12+

25+

$51

$44

$104

$80

Single face/reverse (20x27¾”)
Heading & grommets
3” sleeve with tab

$92

$82

$100

$90

$53
$61

$59

$52

Double Face (20x27¾”)
Heading & grommets
3” sleeve with tab

$170
$178

$140
$148

$120
$128

$112

$88

Contact the flag experts today at
sales@flagandbanner.com or call
1.800.445.0653 to place your order.
Car Flags

Great for school spirit, auto dealers and fundraising,
custom car flags are made from white knit polyester
and mounted on a 21-inch durable white plastic
pole. Available in two flag sizes and shapes. Pricing
shown below is per flag.
Qty.
25-49

50-99

100-199

200-299
300+
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Square
11 in. x 14 in.

Rounded
12 in. x 15 in.

$18.23

$26.30

$17.13

$21.75

$19.93
$17.13

$15.13

$30.25
$21.75

$17.68
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Custom
Banners
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W

hat
expert?someone
Someonethat
hatmakes
makes aa banner
banner expert;
who
has been
it since
Like
has been
doingdoing
it since
1975.1975.
Like all
in-all
industries,
the
flag
and
banner
industry
dustries, the
flag
and
banner
industry
has
has
been
through
many
changes
over
the
last
four
been through many changes over the last 4 decades.
decades.
We have
seen
all— the
the bad
good,
the
bad
and
We
have seen
it all—
theitgood,
and
the
ugly.
thedon’t
ugly.waste
So don’t
waste
tryingitto
figure
it do
So
your
time your
tryingtime
to figure
out,
let us
out; for
let you.
us doTell
that
you.
Tell us
your
needs,
your
usthat
usfor
your
needs,
your
usage,
your
time
age, your
frameparticulars,
and any other
and
let
frame
andtime
any other
and particulars,
let us tell you
what
us tell you
would
work
you. Things
considwould
workwhat
for you.
Things
tofor
consider
beforetocalling
or
our experts:
size, quantity,
design,
er emailing
before calling
or emailing
our experts:
size,indoor
quantity,
or
outdoor
usage,
how youusage,
wouldhow
like to
display
it,like
and
design,
indoor
or outdoor
you
would
your
time frame.
to display
it, and your time frame.

Horizontal A-Frame Banner Display

Carrying
case
included!

Grab their
theirattention
attentionwith
withan
anattractive
attractiveHorizontal
Horizontal
A-Frame Banner
BannerDisplay
DisplayKit.
Kit.Constructed
Constructedfrom
fromsturdy
sturdy aluminum
to withstand
the outdoors.
The
aluminum
to withstand
the outdoors.
The frame
is
frame
is lightweight
easy
to use
youitcan
lightweight
and easy and
to use
so you
cansotake
any-take
it anywhere
- indoors
where
- indoors
or out!or out!
Each A-Frame
A-FrameIncludes:
Includes:
• Bungee cords
• Ground stakes
case
• Soft carry case
• Two
optional
vinyl
banners
with with
grommets
Optional
2 vinyl
banners
finished
grommets
assemblyinstructions
instructionsand
andvideos
videosonline
• See size, assembly
online
www.flagandbanner.com/aframe.asp
www.flagandbanner.com/aframe.asp

Dye-Sublimated Banners

This is a favorite indoor banner. Your design is first
first

printed onto
onto paper,
printed
paper, not
not the
the fabric,
fabric, so
so your
your artwork
artwork
looks crisp with clean edges. Then it is heat pressed

onto the fabric. This transfers the dye from the paper
paper
to the fabric in a high-quality image, hence the name

dye sublimation. Because the dye is not put directly on
to the fabric but rather transferred, itit gives
gives you
you aa much
much
broader range of material options. You can dye-sub

nylon, poplin, Dacron, polyduck, voile, satin and more.
Yes satin, if you’ve got the money! Average price per
sq. ft. is $16.00 and quantity pricing is
is available.
available.
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Simple Appliqué Banners

Appliqué banners like
(pictured
areright,
the result
of crethoseright)
pictured
are the
skilledofartisans
and a large
of to
nylon
fabric
col-of
ation
skilled artisans
withstock
access
a large
stock
ors.
We
are one
of the
companies
stillcompanies
offering
nylon
fabric
colors.
Wefew
are one
of the few
this offering
process.this
Each
designEach
is hand
cut and
sewn
still
process.
design
is hand
cuton
and
the
front
andfront
backand
creating
mirror image
onimage
back.
sewn
on the
back acreating
a mirror
Thisback.
elegant
process is
best for
on
Thisquilting-like,
elegant, quilting-like
process
is small-run
best for
orders
on orders
large banners.
to theDue
process,
desmall-run
on largeDue
banners.
to theyour
process,
sign must
bemust
solidbe
colors
simple
graphics
and/or
your
design
solidwith
colors
with simple
graphics
fonts.
is required.
To readTo
more
and/orVector
fonts. artwork
Vector artwork
is required.
readabout
more
this process
see page
Appliqué
Flags. Flags.
about
this process,
see4page
4 Appliqué
•

SIMPLE: Simple design or up to 20 plain letters.

•

COMPLEX: More detailed design and lettering. The
equivalent of up to 60 plain letters.

•

•

Custom
Banners

www.flagandbanner.com/custom-banners.asp
www.flagandbanner.com/Custom-Banners.asp

AVERAGE: Moderately detailed design or up to 40
plain letters.

DETAILED: Multi-colored, more intricate design and
lettering. The equivalent of up to 80 plain letters.

Contact the flag experts today at
sales@flagandbanner.com or call
1.800.445.0653 to place your order.

Fast & Affordable Vinyl Banners

Just exactly what the title says. Our fastest and
most affordable option: a single-sided, durable,
white vinyl banner, text only, with 5 grommets for
hanging anywhere.
• 3 ft. x 6 ft. - $125.00 per banner, no setup fee!
• 3 ft. x 8 ft. - $148.00 per banner, no setup fee!
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Custom
Banners
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C

ustom banners come in all shapes, sizes and

materials. From commercial-grade vinyl to delicate nylon and poplin, we can create a banner

to fit your needs and budget. Have a creative idea that
doesn’t fit the standard rectangle? We can do it.

Gonfalon

The gonfalon is a type of heraldic banner that is
often pointed or swallow-tailed. They can be suspended from a cross bar on a presentation pole,
and are sometimes displayed with several streamers. Popular in universities and churches, they can

be made of digitally-printed nylon or dye-sublimated poplin.

Appliqué detail

Contact the flag experts today at
sales@flagandbanner.com or call
1.800.445.0653 to place your order.
Window Scrim

Your windows are free real estate for advertising, so
don’t waste your space! Get your message out with
this amazing transparent window scrim material.
A self-adhesive mesh adheres and removes easily
from glass, allowing you to see out and for those
outside to see your advertising. Your image is digitally-printed on one side, of course. Average price is
$15.00 per sq ft. Quantity pricing is available.

Quantity
pricing
available!
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Mesh Banners

Mesh banners are commercial-grade
vinylvinyl
banners
the commercial-grade
banbut
tiny holes.
If high
or wind
tunnels
nerswith
mentioned
above
butwinds
with tiny
holes.
If highare
an
issue,
if you’re
spanning
largeor
area,
we highly
winds
ororwind
tunnels
are an aissue,
if you’re
spanrecommend
this option
to decrease
yourthis
likelihood
ning a large area,
we highly
recommend
option of
hardware
and
installation
Keep inand
mind
banto decrease
your
likelinessfailure.
of hardware
instalners
just big
sails
lationare
failure.
Keep
inwith
mindgraphics.
banners No
arereally,
just bigthey
sails
catch
and cup the
is also
how
move
with graphics.
No wind,
really,which
they catch
and
cupwe
the
wind,
ships.
digitally
printed
on one
side.
Average
which Image
is also is
how
we move
ships.
Image
is digitally
price
is $16.00
sq ft.Average price is $16.00 a sq ft.
printed
on oneaside.
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Custom Blade, Feather & Teardrop
Banners / Flags

For thousands of years, the ancient tradition of flag
waving and banner display has been used to identify, notify, celebrate and/or express yourself or
group. (I SURRENDER!)

Advertising
Flags
www.flagandbanner.com/ad-flags.asp

This last decade has brought an onslaught of advertising options to convey your message. There are
blade (wave) banners, feather banners and
teardrop banners, all named for their shapes.
Some reasons for their popularity are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ease of transport for outdoor display (i.e. sporting
events, sales events)

Compact parts and carrying case (sold separately)
for easy storage
Variety of base options for indoor or outdoor display

One of the ground spike bases allow banner(s) to
rotate for 360-degree viewing
Quantity pricing available
Made in the USA

Banners include pole and mounting hardware. Base not included.
Visit www.flagandbanner.com/ad-bases.asp for options.

Base Options
•
•
•

Indoor stands
Outdoor stands with
water weights
Ground spikes
both stationary &
rotating available
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Stock Street
Pole Banners
OVER 170 CHOICES!

www.flagandbanner.com/stock-banners.asp

FBPP0000009480

FBPP0000009498

Buy Stock Banners and Save

Stock street pole banners are a great value. Give
your town, municipality, school or festival some

excitement by starting a year-round banner program!
Street pole banners capture the attention of drivers
and bring cohesiveness to walk-about shopping
areas or neighborhoods.

FBPP0000009676

FBPP0000009716
Double Banners too!

FBPP0000012815

FBPP0000012441
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Lucky for you, all of these great stock designs can be customized. You don’t have to start from scratch; just add your
name, date, festival or whatever you want to any of our banners and presto! You have your very own custom banner!
Our banners are made from commercial-grade vinyl, printed front and back, with pole hems top and bottom. We recommend securing the bottom of the banner because the less flappage (our made-up word), the longer the banner will last.

Contact the flag experts today at sales@flagandbanner.com
or call 1.800.445.0653 to place your order.

Hanging
hardware on
page 13.

FBPP0000010366

FBPP0000010646

FBPP0000009837

FBPP0000009679

FBPP0000009870

FBPP0000009879

FBPP0000009869

FBPP0000009507
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Table Throws
& Runners
www.flagandbanner.com/custom-throws.asp

G

et your name and logo front and center at
your trade show or event with a wrinkle-resistant table throw from FlagandBanner.com.
Our tablecloths come in 3 styles. Based on your logo,
we can help you choose the right imprinting technique.
See page 8 for information about dye sublimation on
poplin fabric, or take a look at appliqué technique on
nylon on pages 4 and 9.
Before requesting a quote, consider the styles below
and decide whether you want your tablecloth to fit
a 6 or 8-foot table.

Throw

Table Throws

They are just what they say. Throw this tablecloth
over any table and achieve 360-degree viewing.
You can put your logo on the front, back, sides
and/or top. Graphics on the top section require
extra consideration. For example, your logo and
contact information may need to be centered so
that you can display literature at each end of the
table.
Most people prefer their logo on the front only, but
still use this all-around coverage so they can store
things under the table. This style is the most versatile of the table cloths.

Semi-Fitted Table Throws

For a more tailored look, choose our semi-fitted
table cloth. This style is just like the table throw
described above but with a little extra fitting. The
corners are open so the table cloth hangs better,
has a nicer fit and does not drag on the floor. If you
are working in an environment with dirty floors,
this could be an option for you.

Table Runners

Semi-fitted throw

If your budget is limited, consider this economical
option. Use table runners over any standard table
cloth. Just drape it across the middle and presto
– your logo anywhere, anytime. Because of its
smaller size, the dye-sublimated polyester runner
fits easily into any suitcase.

Solid Table Throws

Runner with solid throw
PAGE 16 | FLAGANDBANNER.COM | CUSTOM CATALOG

Solid table throws are perfect to use with our economical custom runners featured above.
Check out our solid-colored tablecloths at
www.flagandbanner.com/table_throws.asp and
make your own display.
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S

tand apart from the crowd with eye catching trade show displays. Trade shows are
sometimes the ‘bread and butter’ of your
businesses marketing plan. FlagandBanner.com
carries everything you need to show off your brand
or product to potential customers. The items shown
are just a few of the hundreds of possibilities. Pick
the one you like, then visit our trade show section
online www.flagandbanner.com/trade-show.asp
for sizes, specs, assembly instructions and even
helpful instructional videos.

Trade Show &
Retail Displays

www.flagandbanner.com/trade-show.asp

Hanging Banner Frames

This frame creates lasting impressions that HANG
aROUND. Catch every eye from every angle with this
banner system. It’s made of lightweight anodized aluminum tubing with swage and spring buttons to snap
components together quickly and easily. Any professional can assemble and hang in a trade show’s
exhibit hall or from a support beam in a retail environment. The hanging harness and rotating motor are
sold separately – see page 22 for hardware. Visit us
online for options and installation instructions
www.flagandbanner.com/hanging-frame.asp for
available sizes and installation instructions. Need a
carrying case? See page 21 (SKU: CPG34CCS1050).

Contact the flag experts today at
sales@flagandbanner.com or call
1.800.445.0653 to place your order.
Our Best Seller!

This large format adjustable banner stand is our Best
Seller! ItItuses
usesaatwist
twistlock
lockfor
forhorizontal
horizontaland
andvertical
vertical
enlargements from 3 to 8 feet tall and wide. A “conversion kit” is available on page 22 for making an even
bigger expansion. Despite
Despiteits
itssize
sizethis
thisbanner
bannerstand
stand
is lightweight and easy to
transport
with
optional
transport
with
thethe
optional
carrying case on page 21 (SKU: CSTANDCASE2).

Banners not included.

See pg. 22 for
conversion
kit!
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Trade Show &
Retail Displays
www.flagandbanner.com/trade-show.asp

Classic Banner Stand

This tried and true classic design can be used for either
a single or double sided banner display. This style
is popular for its versatility: it can be used almost
anywhere, it holds one or
two banners, it has 3 base
options for semi permanent
display or travel base (buy
both). The adjustable trouble-free lock allows for multiple height adjustments and
width is available in 2, 3 and
4 ft. The top dowel holder is
fixed to the top of the pole.
The bottom dowel holder
can travel up and down to
Banners not
accommodate your banner
included on
any stands.
height. Dowel holders accept ½ in. dowels, provided.
Choice of 3 base styles:
• Square Base – the most
stable, heavy duty square
base with inner support
bushing and baked powder coat finish
• Travel base – steel, modern design with fold-able
legs that fits in the travel bag.
• Round base – Heavy duty steel base with baked on
powder coat finish.
Check out size options and assembly instructions
online:
www.flagandbanner.com/classic-banner-stand.asp
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Classic Banner Stand with Side Rails
This sleek banner stand gives your presentation a
modern look in widths
from 24 to 48 inches
wide and adjustable
heights from 36 to 96
Great for
inches tall! Weighing
retail
under 18 pounds, the
displays!
lightweight aluminum alloy is easy to
assemble. The banner
stand comes in either
satin silver or matte
black, and with round
or bridge bases. Read
more online at:
www.flagandbanner.com/classic-rails.asp

Single Retractable Banner Stand

Our best selling economy retractable banner stand
has a durable yet lightweight classic design for hassle-free transportation. With widths of 2-4 ft. wide
and up to 84 inches tall, you are sure to find the right
fit for all your needs. Perfect for conferences, trade
shows and retail spaces. Includes a soft carrying
case. Find size options and assembly instructions on
www.flagandbanner.com/retract-banner-stand.asp

SEE PAGE 2 FOR GRAPHIC ART REQUIREMENTS

Trade Show &
Retail Displays
www.flagandbanner.com/trade-show.asp

Up to 96
inches tall!

X-Style Banner Stands
Triangle Tower Banner Stand

Tower above the rest and be seen easily! This three sided stand can be seen from all directions at a
maximum height of 96 inches. At a weight of only 18
pounds (24 in. wide model) this tower of power can

be used in a retail setting or at trade shows. The banner stand comes in widths from 24 to 48 inches and
features lightweight aluminum alloy tubing construction. The stand also comes with easy-to-understand
instructions for a quick 5-minute set up. Display available in either satin silver or matte black. Banners not
included. More towers and options available online
at www.flagandbanner.com/tower-stands.asp

Contact the flag experts today at
sales@flagandbanner.com or call
1.800.445.0653 to place your order.

These economical and easy-to-transport stands fit
where bulkier alternatives will not. To install, simply
insert the ends of the poles in to the grommets at
each corner of your banner.
Available in 3 styles:
● Orion - One of our most popular banner stands.
The lightweight stand is made with fiberglass arms
and plastic banner hooks. The flexible arms pull your
banner taut and create stability. A plastic support hub
offers a variety of viewing angles.
● Taurus - This premium stand is made of sturdy
aluminum on the bottom while the top arms are
lightweight plastic. The plastic support hub has an
adjustable back
the back
added
stability.
leg leg
for for
added
stability.
● Mini X - This stand is just the right size for counter
top and table displays. The support spokes pull right
out of the center hub for easy dismantling.
Each stand includes a carrying bag. Banner not included.
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Trade Show &
Retail Displays
www.flagandbanner.com/trade-show.asp

Banners not
included, see
page 22 for
lighting!

Ultra Banner Stand

Weighing in
is the
Ultra
Banner
Weighing
inat
atunder
under1515pounds
pounds
is the
Ultra
Banner
Stand which
floor-to-top
graphics
withwith
no visiStand,
whichfeatures
features
floor-to-top
graphics
no
ble feetfeet
for afor
sleek
look.look.
The Ultra
can becan
posivisible
a sleek
The stand
Ultra stand
be
tioned into 3into
presentation
anglesangles.
using the
telescopic
positioned
3 presentation
The
stand is
aluminumusing
alloy assemblies.
Theaction
stand istodesigned
designed
spring-loaded
give your
using spring
loaded
action
to give
your banners
a crisp
banners
a crisp
look.
An easy
2-minute
assembly
look.take
An easy
2 minute
take downtomake
and
down
makesassembly
it perfectand
for traveling
it perfect for traveling
to conferences,
shows
and
conferences,
trade shows
and retailtrade
spaces.
Availretailfor
spaces.
Available
for banners
single or double
banners
able
single
or double
2-4 ft. wide
and
2-4to
ft.72
wide
and up
toSee
72 inches
Seelighting
page 22opfor
up
inches
tall.
page tall.
22 for
lighting
options.
Stand
is only available
matteCarryblack.
tions.
Stand
is only
available
in matteinblack.
ing
case case
available
on page
21 or
at:at:
Carrying
available
on page
21online
or online
www.flagandbanner.com/carrying-cases.asp
www.flagandbanner.com/carrying-cases.asp

Optimum Retractable Banner Stand

Multiple
options
available!

This banner
banner stand
stand is
is the
the #1
#1 choice
choice for
for frequent
frequent and
and long
long
This
term use
use and
and comes
comes in
in both
both single
single and
and double
double banner
banner
term
versions. The
The stand
stand features
features aa solid,
solid, footless
footless aluminum
aluminum
versions.
base and
and aa heavy
heavy duty
duty internal
internal retractor
retractor coil,
coil, making
making
base
set up
up and
and tear
tear down
down aa snap.
snap. Available
Available in
in 33 size
size options
options
set
with single
single or
or double
double banner
banner display.
display. Because
Because of
of the
the
with
wide range
range of
of options
options the
the weight
weight is
is between
between 12
12 and
and
wide
19 pounds.
pounds. A
A full
full kit
kit with
with hardware,
hardware, installed
installed graphics
graphics
19
and aa carry
carry case
case is
is also
also available.
available. Find
Find more
more options,
options,
and
installation instructions
instructions and
and more
more online
online at:
at:
installation
www.flagandbanner.com/optimum.asp
www.flagandbanner.com/optimum.asp

Banner Walls

Comes with a
one-year hardware warranty.
Quantity pricing
available.
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Travel anywhere with this lightweight and portable
banner wall. You can literally move it with one hand!
This collapsible, easy to transport banner stand uses a
uses a special
light-weight,
fabric
that is machine
special
light-weight,
fabric that
is machine
washable.
washable.
Your
graphicusing
is applied
using
a stylishcalled
Your
graphic
is applied
a stylish
technique
technique called dye
sublimation.
If youwith
are this
not profadye-sublimation.
If you
are not familiar
miliarplease
with this
process,
pleasedye
read
more about
cess,
read
more about
sublimation
ondye
page
sublimation
page
8. The
and stand
areand
not
8.
The banneron
and
stand
are banner
not for outdoor
use
for outdoor
theonly.
banner is one sided only.
the
banner isuse
oneand
sided

SEE PAGE 2 FOR GRAPHIC ART REQUIREMENTS

W

hentraveling
traveling to a trade show or other
hen
other
event,having
having the
the right
right carrying
carrying case
event,
case or
or
accessories and
and hardware
hardware can
accessories
can make
makeany
any
presenter
so they
presenter have
haveless
lessworries
worrieson
sotheir
theymind
can focus
oncan
prefocus
on
presentation
and
not
having
to
sweat
the
small
sentation without sweating the small stuff.
stuff.

Accessories
& Hardware

www.flagandbanner.com/ts-accessories.asp

Large Format Banner Stand Case

Well-constructed travel bag with shoulder strap and
assist handle. Carry presentations from one location to
another with comfort and organization. The ability to
quickly set-up, pack up and travel can be crucial. This
case fits the large format banner stands and Jumbo
adjustable banner stands*. SKU: CSTANDCASE2
*Please Note: This travel case will not fit the square or round bases on the Jumbo adjustable banner stands. The bases will need
to be transported separately from the travel case. The travel case
will fit all other parts for the Jumbo adjustable banner stand.

Vertical Banner Stand Case

Well-constructed black travel bag with shoulder strap
and assist handle. Carry messages and presentations
from one location to another with comfort and organization. The ability to quickly set-up, pack up and travel
can be crucial. This case fits the Vertical adjustable
banner stands. SKU: CSTANDCASE

Contact the flag experts today at
sales@flagandbanner.com or call
1.800.445.0653 to place your order.
Ball Bungees

The
Theversatile
versatilebungee
bungeecord
with
makes
cordball
withending
ball ending
hanging
bannersbanners
and
makes hanging
flags
a ball!
This bungee
and flags
a ball!
This bunball
is
a
quick
way
to to
gee ball is a quick way
attach
attachaaflag
flagor
orbanner
bannerto
any
pole.
Each
sold
sepato any
pole.
Each
sold
rately.
SKU: CREHBBB9
separately.

Hanging Banner Frame Case

Our soft-sided carrying case is great for storage and
transportation of the hanging banner frame on page 17.
This case is made from rugged PVC backed Polyester.
Color may vary.SKU: CPG34CCS1050
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B

e cool and get noticed with a 10x10 foot
custom tent made just for you. Add your
lettering and/or logo on up to 8 places (4
peaks and 4 valences).
For instance, you can put your logo on the peaks
and your organization name on the valences. You
can choose from full or half-back walls and sides.
Our tents are customized right here in the U.S.A. for
a faster turnaround time.
All tents are made of flame-retardant, weather-resistant, UV-protected, 400-denier polyester. To
match your budget, you can choose between the

standard (1-year warranty) or heavy gauge (2-year
warranty) steel frame.
A carrying case with wheels, stake kit and instructions comes standard with all event tent kits.
Dye-sublimation is used for a full graphic tent while
thermal imprints are used to apply your graphics to
the places of your choosing.
For size options and pricing or extra features visit
www.flagandbanner.com/event-tents.asp

Custom
Event Tents

www.flagandbanner.com/event-tents.asp

Standard

Deluxe

Contact the flag experts today at
sales@flagandbanner.com or call
1.800.445.0653 to place your order.

Premium

Ask about
extra features
for your tent!
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Custom
Pennants

www.flagandbanner.com/custom-pennants.asp

T

hink outside of the box and call attention
to your store or event with custom pennants from FlagandBanner.com. Use them
indoors or outdoors because they are made from
polypropylene and vinyl. Standard lengths are 30
or 60 feet of sag-resistant rope. Standard triangular pennants are 12x18 inches while the standard
rectangular pennants are 9x12 inches, oriented
horizontally, and there are about 6 inches between
each pennant. But hey, they’re your custom pennants, and if you have different specifications - our
experts can help.

Digital

Before you call, consider these questions:
• How long do you want your strings?
• Do you want 12x18 inch triangular or 9x12 inch
rectangular pennants?
• Do you want single or double-sided graphics?
• How many strings do you need?

4-Color

Contact the flag experts today at
sales@flagandbanner.com or call
1.800.445.0653 to place your order.
Premium Felt Pennants

Felt

Great for a vintage look! The new throwback to claspennants, these
sic wool pennants.
Thesefull-color
full-colorsingle
singlepennants
pennants
durable enough
enough
are made of synthetic felt, so they’re durable
to “Roll and Go.” Bring
Bring itit to
to an
an event, roll it up to take
it home and hang it on the wall. Call our experts at
Get creative! They’re
great for
anniver800.445.0653
for different
sizeschools,
optionszoos,
and add-ons,
saries,
wedding
favors
and more!
us for
diflike
mounting
sticks.
They’re
greatContact
for schools,
zoos,
ferent size options
and add-ons,
like
mounting
sticks.
anniversaries,
wedding
favors and
more!
Get cre-

ative!
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A
A

FlagandBanner.com
exclusive
these ground
FlagandBanner.com
exclusive,
set banner
areset
perfect
for banner
disthesepoles
ground
banner
poles are
playsperfect
where light
poles are
lackingwhere
or too light
far
for banner
displays
apart for an effective
message.
banner
poles get
poles are
lackingOur
or too
far apart
for
the
job
done
and
our
customers
just
love
them.
They
an effective message. Our banner poles get the job
are
strong,
attractive,
low maintenance
andThey
easyare
to
done
and our
customers
just love them.
install. Great for displaying banners at school campusstrong, attractive, low maintenance and easy to ines, apartment complexes, car lots, shopping centers
stall. Great for displaying banners at school campusthe list is endless!
es, apartment complexes, car lots, shopping centers
the list is gold
endless!
Anodized
ball ornaments top both our 15 and 20foot aluminum poles. The banner arms are custom cut
Anodized gold ball ornaments top both our 15 and
to fit your custom banner size so you can be as creative
20-foot
aluminum poles. The banner arms are cusas
you like!
tom cut to fit your custom banner size so you can be
Each
set is made
tolike!
order for your banners.
as creative
as you

Ground Set
Banner Poles
www.flagandbanner.com/banner-poles.asp

This item is a FlagandBanner.com exclusive.
We are the only flag and banner company
that offers this special ground set banner pole
with banner hardware for large and impressive
displays at businesses, parks, recreation areas,
zoos and much more!

Each set is made to order for your banners.
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Team Spirit
Flags

www.flagandbanner.com/team-spirit-flags.asp

WE’VE GOT SPIRIT
YES WE DO
WE GOT SPIRIT...
HOW ABOUT YOU?!

You know what they say? If you’ve got a great idea…

RUN WITH IT! Get your fans fired up with a spirit flag
from FlagandBanner.com. I know we get fired up

when we see one of our flags on TV, so let us make

one for you. We will put your team colors, mascot or

slogan on a big spirit flag made of nylon for the lightest weight. Some popular sizes are 8x12 ft. and 10x15

ft. A pole sleeve can be sewn into one side for running
down field or both sides for cheerleaders to snap up

dramatically during a certain cheer. For your pole and

hardware, we recommend lightweight 1-1/4 inch PVC
pipe from your local hardware store.

We also offer fundraising opportunities visit
www.flagandbanner.com/fundraising.asp

Goal Post
Streamers

www.flagandbanner.com/goal-post-streamers.asp

Any Way the Wind Blows

Give your athletes a little home team advantage.
Know the direction of the wind with our goal post
streamers made for collegiate and professional
sports. Simply attach the grommeted end to the
top of the goal post uprights using the included zip
ties. We offer our goal post streamers in 200-denier
nylon or 2-ply polyester. They come in size-specific 40x4 inches and available in a wide variety of
colors.
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Breakaway Banners

Who doesn’t love to run through these? Answer:
anyone over 25. No seriously, every team should
have one to start the game. We make it affordable
with these vinyl banners that have a Velcro seam so
they are reusable all season long. The hardest part is
keeping up with where you stored them from game
to game. Each banner has pole hems on the side
and grommets for versatility. See adjacent pictures
for how to hold the different size banners. The bigger the banner, the harder to hold.
•
•

Breakaway
Banners

www.flagandbanner.com/breakaway-banner.asp

CUSTOMBB48 4’x8’ banner $256.95
CUSTOMBB816 8’x16’ banner $889.95

Contact the flag experts today at
sales@flagandbanner.com or call
1.800.445.0653 to place your order.

Band Parade
Banners

www.flagandbanner.com/parade-banners.asp

Mark the Time and March the Line!

Marching band, club and organization parade banners identify your band, club, organization or group
during parades. Often photographed, these banners
help build recognition during parades and events.
These banners are custom made in the USA and will
last many years to come. Custom made just for you,
we can help you decide exactly what kind of banner
you need. Cloth with appliqué and printed vinyl are
available.
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Multiple banner collage on a parking deck

